
Lionel the Love
Gonk
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Lionel the Love
Gonk

Terry’s Chocolate Orange
125g grey modelling paste
25g white modelling paste
85g red modelling paste
7g flesh coloured modelling paste
30g (approx) pink modelling paste
Some cornflour in a small cornflour
pouch (to stop your paste from
sticking)

 You will need:
Small rolling pin
Sharp knife/kraft knife
Small brush and water
Dresden tool
Knitted texture mat (I used Truly
Madly Sweetly Cupcakes knitted
mat)
Toothpick or tweezer scissors
Small heart plunger cutters
Small heart moulds (I used Truly
Madly Sweetly Cupcakes moulds)

Gillian has put together a simple tutorial for you to create your very own Lionel the Love
Gonk, filled with chocolatey goodness to give to your loved one. 

Gonks made from chocolate oranges were all the rage at Christmas, but remember a
Gonk isn't just for Christmas, they are for all year round.  
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Take 100g of grey modelling paste. Roll into a smooth ball with no cracks - apply
pressure to the paste when you are rolling to help get all of the creases out
Start to create a dip in the centre of the ball with your thumbs
Using a small brush, apply some water to the inside of the dip. Push your
unwrapped Terry’s Chocolate orange into the dip
Start to bring your paste up around the chocolate, bringing it together at the top -
use more water to ensure the paste sticks to the chocolate. Don’t worry too much
about smoothing out the join on the top - we will put this to the bottom.
Roll your now covered chocolate on your board to obtain a smooth appearance
Sit your ball on your board, with the join side to the bottom. Push down slightly to
flatten the bottom so that your ball sits firmly on the board.

Taking the narrow end of your Dresden tool, start to make lines in your paste to
resemble hair - longer lines will give the effect of longer hair / Shorter lines will give the
effect of short hair
Go all around the ball with your Dresden tool



Beard 
Take 25g of white paste. Roll it into a smooth ball
Then roll it into a long pointed cone shape
Flatten the cone on your board
At the wide end, pull the paste so that the edge is stretches in a straight line to form
the top off the beard
Lay your beard on your board and using your Dresden tool again, make hair lines in
your beard
Using your brush with a little water, attach your beard to the Gonk’s grey body. Curl
the end to give the beard some movement

Feet - 
Taking 10g of red paste, roll into a ball, and then cut into 2 equal sized pieces. Roll
these 2 pieces into balls and using your thumb and first finger, pinch one side of
each ball. Using some water, attach the feet to your Gonk. 



Take 7g of flesh coloured paste and roll into a slight oval shape
Attach to the top of the beard with some water

Nose - 

Take 70g of red paste and roll into a smooth ball. 
Then roll your ball into a long pointed cone shape. 
Using your thumb and first finger (place your finger in the centre of the wide end
and your thumb on the outside), work your way around the bottom edge of the hat,
thinning it out, and stretching to create the brim of the hat
Hold your hat against your gonk to make sure it fits over his nose don’t stick it on at
this stage.
Before attaching the hat, use a knitted texture mat to add some texture to your hat 
Brush some water around the bottom of the hat and attach to the head of your gonk
- make sure the hat curves around the nose and comes right to the top of the beard
Use your texture mat to push onto the hat again if you have lost some of the
definition when you attached

Hat - 



Arms - 
Take 23g of grey paste and roll into a sausage about 1cm thick. Cut in two
Try each half against your body for size - trim if too long
On each arm, cut about 1cm off at a slant - the cut slant side will be the top of each
arm
Before attaching to the body, texture with your Dresden tool again to resemble hair.
Put a little water on the inside of each arm and attach to the body

Hands - 
Take 5g of red paste, roll into a smooth ball and then divide in two
Roll each half into a smooth ball and then flatten slightly
Cut a ‘v’ from each hand as shown in the photo. This gives you a mitten hand with a
thumb
Trim the end of each hand so that you have a straight line for attaching to each arm
Before attaching the hands to the arms we will make the heart that your gonk is
holding. 

Heart -
Take a small amount of pink paste - using a
small heart mould or cutter, cut or mould a
pink heart for your gonk to hold
Using a little water, attach the hands to your
gonk and attach the heart against the hands



Tip: if you struggle to roll smooth

sausages, use a cake smoother to

help you, or use an extruded if you

have one.

Take your remaining pink paste and roll out
thinly on your board. (Remember to use
your cornflour pouch on your board if your
paste is sticking to the board) 
Using some small heart cutters, cut out
some different sizes of hearts for
decorating your gonk’s hat
Attach to the hat with a small amount of
water

 

Taking 15g of pink paste, roll it into a long thin sausage - it needs to be long enough
to go all around the bottom of your hat
Use your brush to apply some water all around the bottom edge of the hat
Starting at the back of your hat, attach the sausage of pink paste around the hat
Using your tweezer scissors or cocktail stick, cut into the pink paste to create a furry
look

Hat trim - 

https://www.facebook.com/gillianscupcakes
https://www.instagram.com/cupcakesbygillian/

